3VR Video Intelligence Platform

Empower your store with an advanced system that provides both Loss Prevention and Business Intelligence:

**Loss Prevention**

3VR VisionPoint™ VMS is an intuitive video management system that aids in maximum shrink reduction, perimeter protection and enhanced security operations.

**Business Intelligence**

Through advanced video mining capabilities, 3VR offers a retail analytics solution that allow merchants a 360-degree view of customers across shopping channels.

- **Forensic Search for Fast Investigations**
  Revolutionary search engine cuts reviewing of video from hours to minutes

- **POS Integration for Better Employee Theft Detection**
  3VR search capabilities and POS integration allow you to search for faces, employee numbers and transaction/receipt data

- **Video Analytics Help Deter Repeat Shoplifters**
  Stop shoplifters by combining face surveillance, object tracking and other analytics

- **CrimeDex Helps Fight ORC**
  Use 3VR CrimeDex, a social network of fraud and LP professionals, to stop ORC

---

Want to find out how our Retail Loss Prevention and Business Intelligence Solutions can help you?

Contact retail@3VR.com or 877-387-6061 www.3vr.com/retail